On graphs with equal edge connectivity and minimum degree  by Bollobás, Béla
If a grrrph G hao edge connectivity A then the vertex fiat ha a partition 
V(a) = U U W ash that 61 esntainti exactly A edgea from U to W, Wen~se if Qo ia 
a maximal graph of order n and edge connectivity A than C$, is sbtctined from the 
dkjsint union of two complete oubgragh8, B,[U] and &T,[ Wg, by adding A edgea 
from Ur to W. (Here and in the sequel we use the notation of [I],) we may 
aaume without IOBB of generality that 1 Ul = k 1 WI = m, The rret U eantaina  
vertex that i$ adjacent to at ma@t LA/k] vartic in W; wo S(B,,) 
Since $(a) B A, this imgliea that one of the fallowing four C~IXS holds: 
(1) k = 1, 
(ii) k = A and every vertex in U 1~ adjacent to exactly one vertex in W, 
(iii) k = A =t= 1 and B(C3,) = A, 
(iv) k a A + ii afid 43(<Ta) = k - f 3 Ai 
h the! Atist hree QE~MBI A(@,) y g(g,,) an# &~ce 
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instead of giving it in full, we simply use the form of I& to deduce various 
sufficient conditions for the equality of the edge connectivity and minimum 
degree. 
Note first that diam Hk a 3, with equality if Ic 3 3. Hence diam G 2 3 whenever 
k,(G) < S(G), as first proved by Plesnik [7]. (This contains a result of Lesniak [4].) 
Ah, 
6(Hk) = k - 1 s [n/2] - 1, 
so h(G) = S(G) whenever S(G) 2 Ln/2], as shown by Chartrand [2]. Furthermore, 
in Hk the sum of degrees of any I vertices adjacent o a vertex of minimum degree 
is at most 
f(k - 1)-t k -2S(dC l)( in/2] - 1)- 1. 
Therefore if in a graph G for every vertex x of minimum degree there are vertices 
Xl , . , , , xl adjacent o x (I depends on X) such that 
then A(G) = S(G). Since I + 16 k, we have, in particular, the following observa- 
tiorl, If in a graph G of order n for every vertex x of minimum degree we have 
thc2n A(G) = S(G). It is easifiy seen that the bounds above are best possible. 
Our main condition requires a little more work, 
Then h(G) = S(G). 
Proof, Suppose h(G)< S(G). By th- c tiiquments above we may assume that G is a 
graph H,, that is it is obtained front the disjoint union of G[ U] = Kk and 
G[WJ= Knek by the addition of k-2 edges, where 2skn-k. Let ue U be a 
vertex of minimum degree: d(u) = k - o = S(G), and put U’ = U -{IA}. Then 
k-l 
C C&-i +di)” C d(x)+mz?y;w,d(y), 
i=l XEU’ 
where the maximum is taken over all (k - l)-sets W’ of W. For y E W the degree 
d(y) is the sum of n - k - 1 and the rlumber of U- W edges incident with y. 
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Hence there are at most k - */, L 1 vertices in W of degree greater than 14 - k - 1, and 
the others have degree n- k - 1. Consequently the maximum above is (k - 1 j x 
(n - k - 1 j + (k - 2). Similarly rhe first sum is 
c d(xj=(k-lj(k-lj+(k-2). 
XEU’ 
Thus 
y(d,,-,+d,jc(k-l)n-2, 
i-1 
contradicting our assumption. Cl 
Corollary. rf d, =I= d,_, 2 n for every 1 G i SG n/2 then A(G) = S(G). 
The case n odd of this corollary was first proved by Goldsmith and White [3]. 
Remarks, (1) If we know only that d, + d,+, 3 n (or even that 
d, + d,,_,_ 1 B 2n -6j, the graph need not even be connected, as shown by the 
graph Ka U K”-*a 
(2) The following is another variant of the Theorem; the easy proof is left to 
the reader. If 
for every 1, 1 G I emin { [42J, 8(G)+ I), then h(G) = WV. 
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